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n'or any compact minimal submanifolcl of dimension /c in lR", it is known
that there exists a constant Ce depending only on ft, such that

v(0M\t'rt"-rrckv(M)

,

afi. V(M) are the (/u-1)-climensional ancl ft-dimensional
of ?M ar.d M respectively. We refer to 16l for a more detailecl
reference on the inequality. An open question [6] is to determine the best
possible value of Cr. When M is a boundecl d.omain in lRrcJR.", the sharp
where V(aM)
volumes

constant is given by

(1)

tr:w,

where -D is the unit disk in lR&. One speculates that
constant for general minimal submanifolds in R".

:2, Cr:Ant it was proved. [1]
simplyconnectecl minimal surface in R.", then
In the

case

/c

(2)
,t.

Ct,

(see

is indeed the sharp

[?]) that if ) is

a

t(02),24nA(2),

where Z(OJ) ancl /.(J) denote the length of 0X ancl the area of .Xrespectively.
fn 1975, Osserman-Schiffer [5] showed that (2) is valid with a strict
inequality for doubly-connectetl minimal surfaces in R3. tr'einberg l2) later
generalized this to doubly-connectecl minimal surfaces in lRn for all ra. So far,
the sharp constant, (1), has been established. for minimal surfaces with

topological restrictions.
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The purpose of this article is to prove the isoperimentric inequanty (2)
for those minimal surfaces in lR" whose bounclaries satisfy some connecteclness
assumption (see Theorem 1). This has the aclvantage that the topology of
the minimal surface itsel-f can be arbitrary. An immediate consequence of
Theorem 1 is a generalization of the theorem of Osserman-Schiffer. In
fact, Theorem 2 states that any minimal surface (not necessarily doublyconlected) in lR3 whose bound.ary has at most two connectecl components
must satisfy inequality (2).
tr'inally, in Theorem 3, we also generalize the non-existence theorem of
Iliklebranclt [3], Osserman [4], and. Osserman-Schiffer [5] to higher cod.imension.

l. -

Isoperimetric inequality.

Dnrntrtrorv. The boundary 0E of a surface J in R" is weakly connected
if there exists a rectangular coordinate system {n"\|:t of R', such that, for
every affi.ne hypersurface H"-r: {ad: const.} in R", lH[ cloes not separate 0X.
This means, if lH[ A 0E : /, then ?X must lie on one side of [I.
fn particuJar, if AZ is a connectecl set, then 0J is weakly connectecl.
Trnonpu 1.

I-,let

Z be a compact minimal surface in R". If 3X is weakly

connectetl, then

l(?E\,2anA@).
Moreover, equaiity holds iff X is a flat d.isk in some affine 2-plane of R".
Pnoor'. I-ret us flrst prove the case when 0X is connectecl. By transla-

tion, we may assume that the center of mass of. 0E is at the origin, i.o.,
(3)

l*':0,

J
a2

for all

l<a<n.

of 0X, any coorclinate System
{n"}i:r, satisfies the tlefinition of weakly connectedless. n
I-rct X: (n,,...,o") be the position yector' then lXl'z: ) (r")'z must
a:I

By the assumption on the

connecteclness

satisfy

(4)

/(lxl'):4,

to the minimality assumption on ). Here A d.enotes the Laplacian on J
with respect to the incluced. metric from lR". Integrating (4) over .Xr antl
d.ue
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a,pplying

the clivergence theorem, we have

4A(2): rrlrr"rY,

(5)

where Al1u is the outward unit normal vector to 02 on

).

Since

Dlxll?ual,

we have

zae)< Ilxl< (ar)T(Et')+
az
0z

(6)

.

In

orcler to estimate the right hancl side of (6), we will estimate [{*),
,each l<cr<za. By (3), the Poincar6 inequality implies that at
(7)

tot

!wt'*ffi1(#)',

where
yields

d,ld,s

is clifferentiation with respect to arc-length. Combining with (6)
4nA(z)<

(8)

r(ar)i(f

Wnr

: tez),,

just the unit tangent vector t'o 02.
Equality holds at (8), implies

because (ilxld,s) is

aEt

(e)

ot)

lxl - constant:

(10)

ancl equality
(11)

at (7). The latter implies that
(rd

:

d^

. 2ns
"t (at) *

where an and. D;ts are constants for
sume that
(72)

-R

X(0)
dX

;

:

(0)

:

o"

2ns

"or

tez)

all 1qaqzr,. By rotation,
(-R, 0, 0,

..., 0)

(0, 1' 0,

...,0)

,

'we

may

as-
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because (10) implies that ?z lies on the sphere of ratlius
at s : 0, we cleduce that

bo:0

br:Rt

]?. Evaluating

(11)

for 2<a<za

(13) anct
uaE)

aa: O for a*2

A":-.
'2n

.

On the other hantl, summing over 1<a<n on (7), we clerive
(14)

R'IQZ)

:[t"r:

(W1)\rczt

,

AE

Ilence

D

tu

Combining

-

uaz)
zJt

with (13), (11) becomes
na: R""- (;)

(15)
uz

:

R-t"

(;)

ancl
cP

: O

for 3<a<ra

.

This implies ?.x is a circle o1 the nlnz-pIane centered at the origin of
radius -R. Equation (9) shows that .x is tangent to the ornz-p\ane along 0x.
By the Hopf bounclary lemma, this proves that z must be the disk spanning 0.X.
e
where
For the general case when ?J is not connectecl. Let' 0E :

u9rot,
d,ts ale connectetl cloSed cuIYeS. By the aSsumption on weakly Connecteclness, we may choose {n"}!:, to be the appropriate coold.inate system.
For any fixed. 1<a<z', we claim that there exist translations Ai,24i<1t,
generated by vectors ofr perpendicular to ?/?ef, such that the union of the
set of translatecl curves {aioo}?:, together with o, form a connected. set.
We prove the claim by induction on the number of curves, p. When
? : 2t we observe that since no planes of the fotm ud: constant separates o, a,nd o' this is equivalent to the fact that there exists a mrmber rt
such that the plane En: {fr": r} must intersect both o, and' or. L'et qt
and, q" be the points of intersection between In with o, and o, respectively.
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Clearly one can translate 4, along Fn to qr. Denote this by Ai,
and.
orU Afio, is connectecl now. tr'or general ?t fie consicler the set of num_
bers defined by

Ut:
.Without

rnax

{f1,,}

.

loss of generality, we may assume 3tr(gz(

that the set

tn: {u":

D

l-l

i:2

o, cannot be

constant}.

be in the range of

ff

separated

so, say En:

by

...{Ur:

Now we claim

hyperspaces

of the form

e

{*: r} separates ljon,

then rmust

rpl,,. This is because fiou
t":tu"prrrt"cl
"u,'oot

E n or+a- on the other hand, si.ce [n'u:"irrutnu

I

hence

o,, ttris means there

exists some oa,24i4p, lying on the left of W,n"i"i'yr:-n{Urtfor
some
2<i<p, which is a contradiction. By induction, there exist translations,

Af

, S<i:p,

perpenclicu-lar

to

OlAu sttch

nectecl. Ilowever, [J oo is non-separable
i-1

that o:62\){,Q"nr",} is

by

JHI

: {N:

con-

constant} implies

otv o is non-separable also. rlence, there exists a translation ,4o perpendicular fu Apep, such that orU A! is connected. The set A: A, AAg,
AAat...rAA, gives the clesired. translations. Notice that since all translations are perpendicuJar to OfAn", then
(16)

nolo,=frole*oor fot all i.

By the

connectedness

of 6n: orU AidzU...U Afioo:.we

a Lipschitz curve in R". Clearly

can view od as

l*: ":tL l,l*: o,

l"

hence the Poincar6 inequality ean be applied
(17)

2, I wn'
ot

:

! wn'

on

to yield

!# I ff)' :'#,2, IffI
on

Surnming over all 1<cr<n, and proceeding as the connected. case we
derived the inequality (S).
when equality occurs, we will show that DJ is actually connected, and.
hence by the previous argument it must be a circle ancl J must be a disk.
To see this, we observe that (10) still hords on oE. rn particular, we may
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that r(0) is a point on 01, ancl (12) is valitl. Ilo'lvever, Poincar6
inequality is now appliecl on o" instead of ?I, therefore equation (11) only
applies to the curve o'4. On the other hantl, since X(0) € o' and oq: 6r
(P
r
U ] U A| onl, the argument concerning the coefficients a, and- b^'s is still
assume

(;:z

)

valid. tr)quations (15) can still be concludod on each oo, hence on 42, by
This implies 3J is a circle, and thc Theorem is proved'
Tunonnlr 2. Let Ibe a compact minimal surface in lR3.
of at most two comPoncnts, thelr

(17).

If ?x consists

\AZ)'z;>anAQ).

iff x is a flat disk in some affine 2-plane of R3.
In vicw of Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that when 02 : orl) oz

Iloreover, equality holtls
Pnoop.

has exactly trvo connecteal components ancl is not weakly aonnectetl, X must
be clisconnectecl into t'rvo componelts )r antl X, with ?Xt: or and aDz: oz'
Indeed, if this is the case' we simply apply Theorem 1 to 2' and' ), se-

parately and. cleriYc

/(at)'z:: (l(o') f
) l,(o')'z*

Z(o,))'

l(o,)'

>4n(A(2,) + A(t,))

:

anAe\

.

In this case, equality 'will never be achievecl for

(2).

0z:

o'r \J o, is not weakly
m m.' separating o'
plane
fi
connected. This implies, thele exists an affine
and or. X'or any orientecl affine 2-plane in ]R.3 must be tlivided. into two opeu
half-spaces. DefiIing the sign of these half-spaces in ihe manner corresponc[ing to the orientation of the 2-plane, we consider the sets S',+ (or S, ) as follows: a 2-plane P is said to be in So+ (or E, ) foli: 7 ot 2, if oi is contained.
in the positive (or negative) open half-space defined by P. Obviously'

To prove the above assertion, we assume

that

p{ e Sr+ n S, for a fixed. orientation of Pi, Ilowever, by the compactness
of ?Z : 67v o2,, Sr+ n Sr+ *A and' St n 3i + 0. Ilence ?Sr+ n a3; +A, by
virtue of the fact that both 3r+ ancl s, are connected. sets. This gives a 2-plane
in 1R3, P' which has the property that o' (and or) Iies in the closed positive
(respectively negative) half-space clefined. by Pr. lloreover, both the sets
orA P, ancl o, A ?r are nonemPtY.
By the assumption that ?J is not rveakly connected. a[c[ since P' cloes
not separate o, and o' there exists an affine 2-plane in JR.3, Pj , which is perpenrlicular to P, and separating o, and- or. let us defiuc B to be the set of
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in lR' which are perpenrlicular to Pr. Setting 5o+
(or Eo ) to be Su+ n S (or S; n S), and. as before, we conclucle that
?Br+ n A8; +0. Ilence, there exists an affine 2-plane, P' perpendicular
to P' ancl having the property that o, (and or) lie in the closed. positivc
(respecti'r'ely negative) half-space defined by P, anil both sets o, rt P, and
o" A P, are nonemPtY.
oriented affine 2-planes

Arguing once more tltaL P, and P, do not scparate the o,ts, there must
be an affine 2-plane P, perpendicular to both P, ancl P,. ]Ioreover, P, must
separate o, and. o, by the assumption the DZ is not rveakly connected. We
dcflnecl a rectangular coordinate system nya such that Pr, P, and P, are
the ny, yz, and ra planes respectively. Clearly by the properties of the
2-planes P6)s, 61 and o, are containctl in the closed octant {n>0, y20,220}

ancl the closed octaut {r<0, y<0, ag0} respectivel;r. In particular,
o, is containeil in the cone defined by C,:{X.RslX.Zplxll\/B, rvhere
, : FltlS,Tl\/3,U\/4\ and o, is contained in the cone C,: {Xe m.'1X
<- lxll{z, 'wherc V: (71\/3,11\/3,U\/3)}. Ilowever, one verifies that
the tlvo cones Cr, 'i:7t2, an:c contained in the positive and ncgative cones
defined. by the catenoicl obtained f-rom rotating thc catenary along the
line given by trZ. In view of Theorem 6 in [4], the minimal surface J must
bc disconnectecl. This concludes our proof.
2.

-

Nonexistence.

Lct (nr,...rn") be a rcctangular coordinate system irr 1R.". We consicler
(n
- 1,)-dimensional sui:face of revolution 3, obtainecl by rotating the

the

catenary fln-r: a cosh (n"fa) arotnd the o"-axis. One readily computes that
its principal curvaturcs are
(cosh-1 (ala),

-

cosh-l (ala),

cosh-l
- (n,-

(zla), ...,

2) copies .

-

cosh-r (a/a))

with respect to thc inward normal vector (i.e. the normal vectol pointing
to'lvarcls the r"-axis). The set of hypersurfaces {3o}o''o defines a cone in lRn
as in the case when n :3 (see tal). This cone (positive antl negative halves)
is given by
(18)

C

:

{(u', ...,

nn)

e R.,l(nl)'

+

...

+

(n"-t\z

<

(r")" sinh 'z}

where z is the unique positive number satisfying cosh z z sinh t : 0.
If Xis a compact connected minimal surface in lR" with boundary decomposecl
into ?J: dr\J or, where o. and o, (each coulcl have more than one connecterl component) lie inside the positive and negative part of C respect-
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must be clisconnected. This giv
TFEoREM

3. Let C+ and

C-

(18). Suppose X is a minimal surface spanning its

If o, c C+ and o, c C-, then X must be disconnectecl'

ng similar arguments, one can use surfaces of revD
olution having principal curvatures of the form (fti, - 1,- 1,-"1'"''(n
- 2) coPies
(k
l)-tlimensional
for
theorems
type
f
as barrier to yielcl nonexistence
minimal submanifolds in lR'".
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